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Accent on Achievement is a revolutionary, best-selling band method that will excite and stimulate

your students through full-color pages and the most complete collection of classics and world music

in any band method. The comprehensive review cycle in books 1 & 2 will ensure that students

remember what they learn and progress quickly. Also included are rhythm and rest exercises,

chorales, scale exercises, and 11 full band arrangements among the first two books. Book 3

includes progressive technical, rhythmic studies and chorales in all 12 major and minor keys. Also

included are lip slur exercises for increasing brass instrument range and flexibility. Accent on

Achievement meets and exceeds the USA National Standards for music education, grades five

through eight. This title is available in SmartMusic.
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Great book and DVD to begin French Horn! My child's school holds an instrument rental night

sponsored by a local music store where they also sell instrument accessories and books. They were

selling these books for $20 and Horn mouthpieces for $60. I immediately confirmed the title and

publisher of the book and went to my handy resource ! I bought the book for less than half the price

they were asking, and I got there mouthpiece for $10! Bingo!!I ordered the book on Thursday and

received it on Monday. I believe my child had it for class before the other students had theirs from

the music store delivery to the school.The book was beautiful. It's large in size and has a full-color,



glossy cover. The images inside are also full-color and the print is large enough to see if your music

stand is a ways from you. This book also comes with a DVD to enhance your learning experience!

My son is super happy to be learning a second instrument (baritone saxophone was his first), and

could easily continue to learn additional instruments with the help of these books.

I'm an experienced musician, and took a semester of French Horn in college 30 years ago. But I'd

forgotten a lot, so I needed this book to help me relearn how to read music for the horn. I like

playing along with the accompaniments. But anyone who has never played before will still need a

teacher to show them how to hold the horn, how to drain the spit valve, how to play different pitches,

etc. I don't like that I can't select tracks on the CD. Every time I insert the disk, I have to manually

click up to the number of the exercise I want. But it's a great little book to get started with playing

simple tunes.

Everything as expected. Would recommend.
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